ACCESSORIES
SMART EVO series
■ 4-legged tube stand

■ Warning lamps

■ Tripod tube stand
■ Mobile tube stand
■ Light-weight tube stand
■ Lead cone package
■ Collimators

For more than 50 years YXLON Copenhagen have manufactured high quality portable X-ray systems. Our systems have
always been designed to be reliable and efficient in all conditions. In order to stay in this position, as a market leader, we
draw on both our knowledge and experience.
Our experience has taught us that the application possibilities of YXLON portables and mobile products are numerous,
and they all pose different challenges to both equipment and
operator.
In order to meet these challenges a range of accessories has
been designed. The accessory selection, for each product
series, will help to make your workflow safe and more
efficient.

Technology with Passion

4-legged tube stand

Tripod tube stand

Mobile tube stand

Light-weight tube stand

YXLON offers an agile tube stand
solution for all directional
portable tube heads, based on a
4-legged stand combined with a
cradle for the tube head.

This tube stand supports a focus
spot to floor distance, with a
working range of 120 - 184 cm
step less adjustment of vertical
height, 360˚ rotation of tube
cradle around vertical axis.

This tube stand is equipped with
four wheels, and the focal spot
to floor height can be adjusted
between 47.5 cm and 85.5 cm.

Light-weight tube stand that’s
both easy to use and easy to
move.

Once you have mounted the
X-ray tube head in the tube stand,
you can inspect elements from all
angles, making exposures more
accurate and less time-consuming.

The tube head can be positioned
360˚ around the horizontal axis.

The tube head can be rotated
360˚ around the cradles horizontal axis, and the tilt adjustment
feature makes for precise
alignments.

The tube head can be positioned
360˚ around the horizontal axis.

Lead cone package

Collimators

Warning lamps

The package consists of a lead
cone, additional filters, an
adaptor flange and a light-weight
tube stand.

Wide range of collimators
supporting a range of different
film sizes and film-focus distances.

Reliable solution equipped with a
30 meter cable.

The lead cone is premade for 10 x
48 cm films with a 700 mm film
focus distance.

An unmilled collimator is also
available for local milling in order
to be able to adopt any local
applications.
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The focal spot to floor height can
be adjusted between 56 cm and
112 cm.

These lamps are offered with red
or orange lights, depending on
local requirements.

